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But what about everyone else? 



“The long tail of ML deployment is where 
oversight is likely to be least, yet the 
potential for harm remains high”
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How do development practices of “long 
tail” organizations compare to Big Tech?

How can we align research to (better) 
encompass these “long tail” practitioners?
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Interviews with 
diverse orgs
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● How do you evaluate your models or data?

● What do updates and changes to your models 
or data look like?

● How has GDPR or other data-related legislation 
affected you?

● ...



thematic analysis



2. Black Boxes, Explanations, & Overconfidence

3

1. Expectations vs Feasibility

3. A Model is Never Finished

4. Assessing, Preventing, & Mitigating Bias

5. Communication & Collaboration

6. Privacy vs Growth

6 themes



“Users expect [us] to be equal or better to 
Google translate.”

Big Tech has a participation monopoly

1.1 User Expectations

1. Expectations vs Feasibility

Increased existential risk = increased 
pressure to act



2.4 Mitigating Overconfidence

Seeking to present information in a 
“non-definitive” way as an alternative to 
formal explanations

LIME and feature importance explanations 
were “unhelpful”--“feature importance sucks”

[Shen et al., 2020]

2. Black Boxes, Explanations, & Overconfidence



2.   Trusted data minimizes costs

1. “Lack of best practices in training”

3. A Model is Never Finished

4.5.1 Data Quality: Planning, Ingesting, & Cleaning
4.5.3 Model and Data Versioning



4.1 Bias Mitigation Through Diversity or Personalization

Rather than mitigating bias 
post/in-training, all interviewees focused 
on data, not models

...But have few developed standards for 
data collection and quality

4. Assessing, Preventing, & Mitigating Bias



Complacency for apparently low risk: “might 
mean a $XXX medical procedure instead of an 
$XX medical procedure”

A troubling trend of deferred responsibility, 

4.2 Assessing Blind Spots

4. Assessing, Preventing, & Mitigating Bias



 “GDPR doesn’t affect us”

all interviewees expressed this sentiment

● Companies aren’t prepared for right 
to explanation / transparency

● They retain trained models
● Deletion requests are considered a 

large burden, though desired

4.6.1 Government Regulation

6. Privacy vs Growth



What did we find?



While orgs outside big tech face many shared 
challenges to responsible development, difficultes 
are exacerbated by resource constraints and…
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While orgs outside big tech face many shared 
challenges to responsible development, difficultes 
are exacerbated by resource constraints and…

- big tech’s monopoly on AI/ML participation 
- lacking tooling/guidelines for smaller-scale dev 
- reduced concern for GDPR requirements
- increased sense of deferred responsibility
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